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How It Works
The Wanderer foldable stainless steel fire pit with grill is perfect for camping and 
backyard parties. Package contains 1 body,1 bracket,2 grid,1 plate and a handy 
carry bag.

Precautions for Using Foldable Stainless Steel Fire Pit with Grill
Do not use indoors. The Wanderer foldable stainless steel fire pit with grill is intended 
for outdoor use only. 
Indoor use may result in serious injury.
Keep the fire pit away from flammable materials and liquids. 
Do not place alcohol, gasoline or other flammable liquids near the fire pit.
Let the Wanderer foldable stainless steel fire pit with grill cool down before handling 
and packing it away.
Keep Children and pets away from the fire pit.

Please check your local regulations on the legalities for using these products. 
The laws vary from location to location.

Step1：Unfold the bracket and 
body separately, and build
together.

Step2：Put the small plate 
and grid inside it.

Step3：Lastly, bring the 
grill on top and complete 
the job finally.

Step1：Find out the edge that 
it's latch outward.

Step2：Fold inward. Step3：Then fold the others 
and complete.

Assemble 

Qucik folding tips for the body after use



WARRANTY
Our product is guaranteed to be free from quality and manufacturing defects for a 
period of 12 months.

If your product becomes defective during this period, SRGS PTY LTD will offer you 
either a replacement, credit or refund where a product is faulty; wrongly described; 
different from the sample shown to you or do not do what they are supposed to do.

This warranty will not cover substantially modified product; misuse or abuse of the 
product contrary to user instructions or packaging label; change of mind and 
normal wear and tear.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian 
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and 
for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are 
also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of accept-
able quality and failure does not amount to a major failure.

To claim the warranty, take the product to the front Service Desk of your nearest 
store of purchase. You will need to show receipt or other proof of purchase. Addi-
tional information may be required to process your claim. Should you not be able to 
provide proof of purchase with a receipt or bank statement, identification showing 
name, address and signature may be required to process your claim.

Any expenses relating to the return of your product to the store will normally have 
to be paid by you. For online store purchases, SRGS PTY LTD will pay for the return 
freight for any product assessed as having a major failure.

The benefits to the customer given by this warranty are in addition to other rights 
and remedies of the Australian Consumer Law in relation to the goods or services to 
which this warranty relates.  

This warranty is provided by SRGS PTY LTD, 6 Coulthards Avenue, Strathpine QLD 
4500, Australia. Phone: 1300 175 010.

Manufactured & packaged for SRGS PTY LTD 
ABN 23 113 230 050

6 Coulthards Avenue Strathpine QLD 4500, Australia

MADE IN CHINA


